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VsriatLons in the strength of &miniua alloy sheet 

D.T. Jones, KA., B.Sc. 

In the desq,n of sircsaft strmtures aLlmmxx is made for variation 
in the. rmterisl strength of sleet but 'the thickness of the s‘neet is U.sUd& 
assumed to be constsnt at the nomind value for the gauge used. 

Thickness variation may appreciably affect. the tensile strength of 
ncaninally identical pieces of sheet, especially d-~en the tolerance range 
in thixkness is v&do. A m&hod 1s givbn in this note fo:: calculating the 
distribution of strength when the mean and scatter of materiel swength 
and the mean and scatter of thickness of pieces are knwn. Expressions are 
given for the mean and scatter in strength of pieces an&, for those cases 
v&m the &strlbution of the szrcngth can be t&en as normal, design 
values can redily be deduced from the expressions. 
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1 Irfcroduc:iog 

!Chis note is concerned with two sources of variation in tensile 
strength of nominally identical pieces of altinium alloy sheet. The 
strergth crf such pieces depends on the strength of tho material end the 
area of the scotion through which load is applied; in pieces of a given 
width of section the strength is proportional to the product of material 
strength and thickness. As both the material strength and the thickness of 
pieces which have been cut from sheet of a given gauge made of a specified 
material very among themselves there arc two sources of variation in the 
strength. 

The purpose of the note is to show how the total effect of the two 
SOUXCS may be estimated. Although in design it is usual to take acwm% 
Of vnriations in material strength only, the thickness being assumed constaut 
at the nominal vsluel, there may be occasions when the ef'f'cct of thickness 
variation should be included. For instance, if the average thickness is 
appreciably above nominal value, and there is little scatter an thickness, 
structures ~&llbe stronger end heavier than calculations based on the 
assumption that the thiclmess of all sheets is at nominal would indicate. 
Or if the aversge tl-dckness is near the nominal but +herc is a wide scatter 
in thickness there vrill be too many weak structures. 

It KU be shown that when the mean and stiuldard deviation of both 
materisl strength ondthickness are known, the total effect csn be easily 
calculated if the materiel strength and thickness of pieces are normally 
disrzibutod and independent of one another, that is there is no tendency 
for the material in thick pieces to be stronger or weaker than in thin 
pieces. In these ciroumstonces the mesn and standard deviation of the values 
of the product can be found and, as in most cases the distribution of the 
pmduot Vsluas is found to be normal, design values* for the pieces of 
sheet can readily be deduced. 

2 Estimstion of the form of a distribution from a sample of rncc~~urorn~nts 

Let us considqto begin with, the way in which a measured variable, 
say bhe thickness** of pieces of sheet out from a bulk sup$y of sheet of 
given nominal thickness, are distributed. If the thicknesses of a large 
sample of pieoes taken at random are measured it is found that a oonsider- 
able number arc at and near the mcsn vsluc and that the numbers with 
thicknesses on either side of the mean become less as the departure from 
the moan becomes greater. The numbers can be prcsontcd as a bistogram in 
which the height of a column stands for the number of specimens in the 
ssmplc hating thicknesses within the range definedby the width of the 
column:- 

* These design values are for tensile strep&h. Variations in stremh to 
resist f&Lure by instability are not dealt with. 

lx* I-iere, and throughout this note, -de thickness of a piece of sheet is 
taken to be the meen thickness of the piece. 
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A frequency tistrlbution, such as this, not only gives the proportions 
of sample pieces which fall within given ranges of thiolaress but also 
estimates of the proportions in the bulk supply which fallwithxn the @ven 
renges. The larger the sample the closer is this estimate likely to be. If 
the semple is large enough and it is desired to use it to estunaze the 
proportions of the bulk wtV~ch fsll above or below= proposed value Of 
tkriokness, a oontinuous curve msy be fitted to tile bistogrsm or, dternative& 
the ma%ematical form of the c-e ~CQ- be found. If the curve turns OUT to 
be as shown below the proportion of pieces having athickxx?ss less than tj 
is given by zhe ratio of the shaded area to the whole area under the cur4e. 

L 
% Thckness 

!Che form of curve UEJ be found by caloulating first of sll the mean 
of the sample values and the second, third snd fourth moments about the mean. 
If x represents the thiclaess of a member of the sample and there sre n 
members in the sample the mean is defined ss 

cx -= I*,’ = n F 

in which Cx stands for the sum of all the values of X. The moments (which 
are qusntities andogous to the moments usedin mechenics) nre defined as: 
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i-12 = 
c (x - n)2 

n 

'"3 = 
E (x - Tq3 

r 

!J4 = 
g (x - Tg4 

n 

'Phw., the second, third and fourthmoments about the mead are the m?ans of 
the SWDS of scpares, oties end fourth pavers respectively of the deviation 
of sample members frcrm the mean of the diswibuzion. The first moment 
about the mean, p, , IS of OOUrSe elways zero. The second moment about the 
mean, ~2 , is known also as the variance and its square root is the vrell- 
known standard &viaf;ion, a quantity 0unn0nl.y used as a measure of soatter. 

Details of the method bywhich the moments are used TO Xentify the 
form of the curve are given in a sr;andard work by Elderton*. When the 
moments have been computed the next step is to ewducxte two parameters 

The velucs assxned by These ldemify the curve as one of a tide range of 
frequency curves due to Pearson. For example, if p 
the curve 1s the normal curve of Gauss, the formula h 

is zero end f3, is 3 
or which is 

where x is the variate, d is the standard deviation of the distribution, 
snd y LS The frequency ordinate. This cur-v0 is symmetrical and 
bell-shaped:- 



The area under the curve is wty and the proportion of values below 

PI 

XI is 
J 

Y.dx . For prescribedvalues of 'j; and r~ the value of this 

-CO 
expression can be found from tables of the normal probability integra13. 

The normal au.-ve is one of the Pearson range. If the curve does not 
szppear to be no&, ths quantities 

Cl = 282 - 3~~ - 6 

c2 = P, (82 + 3 I2 
4 (4P, - 3@,) (28, - 3~, - 6! 

protidc criteria for selecting the best fitting curve from the other 
possible curves in the range. The formulae for curves corresponding to 
given values of the criteria are given by ElderEan. 

3 Derivation of distribution of strength of pieces of sheet 

Now suppose that the thic~ess x1 of pieces of sheet of @ven gauge 
is nOrmslly dxsttibuted w5th mean ml and stsndard deviation s, and the 
material strength xl1 is normally distributed with mean m2 and standard 
deviation 92. All the pieces sra of the same width of scotion so that the 
strength of eaoh piece is proportion&i. to the product of material strength 
and thihess. To find the diswibution of strength of pieces we therefore 
have to find the distribution of this product. 

There is no general expression for the form of the product distribution 
but formUlae giving its mean and moments in terms of the means and standard 
deviations of the contrrbutory distributions may be deduced* from a note by 
1~4. The mean of the product distribution is given by 

a Irwin gives, with a slight change of notation, the rth cumulsnt of two 
normally distributed independent variates as 

s = (r - I)! + c 27 (q2 rnz2 + 4 ml21 + +2 52 J $--’ sr2 
(wfiere r is even) 
end 

s = r! m, m2 sq-' Ebb-' (where r is odd) 

The ~UXGUYG~ are closely related to moments about the mean and the 
values of the moments given in the text oanbe de&x& from Irwin's 
expressions. 
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end th? second, third and fourth moments (the moments we need to determine 
its form) are 

ez = s1 2 m22 + s2* m, 2 + s, 2 s22 

P’3 = 6 m, m2 .,2 s22 

p4 = 6 s,~ s22 (2 s,2 Ill22 + 2 q2 ml2 + 9 
2 s2 9 + 3~2’ 

The mean strength of pieces is proportional to the product of the 
means of thickness an3 materml. strength. From the formula for p2 we 
have that the standsrd deviation of the product value is 

J 2 3 m22 t s22 m, 2 
iSI 

2,2 
2 * 

When the moxnents have been evaluated. the form of the distribution can be 
found by c&xiLating p, end p2 as desmbed in para 2. Although the 
strict requirements for normslity i.ei p, = 0 ana P2=3 cannot be met 
except in unreal cases a3 for example when s, or s2 are zero, it IKCI~. 
generally be found that the normal distribution is a sufficiently close 
qprodmation for practical purposes. An example shows the method of 
cslculati on. 

4 Calculated Porm of Distribution 

Suppose that we have to calculate the strength dis?;ribution Of 
pieces of sheet 36 in. wide when it is known that the material strength is 
normslly distdbuted with a mean q of 30 ton.5 per sq.in. and a standard -, 
deviation sq of 1 ton per sq.m. The mean thickness is known to be 
0.086 in. viith a skzdard deviation of 0.002 in. 

We have for the Lsttibution of the product 

end 

PI' a 2.58 

I-r2 z 0.011 

p3 
= 0.0000619 

‘14 - 3!Jz2 = 0.000000361 

4 = 0.00038 

@2 = 3.00036 

As & 1s very nearly zem and p2 is very nearly 3 the distribution 
cm be taken to be normsl. 
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The mean scrergth of pieces 36 in. wide is 36 x 2.58 tons = 92.88 tons 
and the standard deviation of strength is 36 x G = 3.78 tons. The form 
of the disl;ribuzion is sketohed in Fig.l(a). 

Estimating a design value 

For design purposes it msy be required. to find the strength below 
Miioh avery smdl proportion, SW one in a thousand, may be expected to fell. 
TabLes of the norzd. probebllitg integral show that the value of strength 
below which the area under the curve is one thousandth of the dole area is 
3.1 times the standard deviation less than the mean. Hence the required. 
value is 92.88 - 3.1 x 3.78 = 82.16 tons. 

Comparison with desim values estimated for no scatter in thickness 

It is interesting to compare the above design vslue with the one which 
would be obtsined. on the assumption that there is no scatter in thickness but 
that sll pieces have the average value of Mickness and that only the 
material strength vsl-ics. The form of the distribution is shown in Bg.l(b). 
It has a mean of 92.88 tons and a standard deviation of 0.086 x 36 = 3.10 tons. 
This single Variate distribution is clearly not so widely scacttere3. as the 
protioz distribution and the design velue {corresponding to the repirement 
7ht only one in a thousand falls below it) is low 

92.88 - 3.1 x 3.10 = 83.27 tons . 

We can also compare the product distribution design value d.th the one 
which wouldbe obtained on the assumption that there is no scatter in thick- 
ness but all pieces have the nominal value of thickness (the assumption 
usually mede in design). The form of the distribution is shown in Fi.g.l(c). 
It has a mean of 86.4 tons end a standard detiation of 0.080 x 36 = 2.88 ~OXIS. 

The designvelue (corresponding to the ssme requirements as before) is now 
77.47 tone. Thus, there is a difference between the design value derived 
from the product distribution and the one derived from a distribution in 
which the thichss is assumed constant at nominal of 5.8 tons (or about 
7 per cent). 

The examples sre given only for illustration and are intended to show 
the order of difference that might be obtained in practice. The stsndard 
deviation of tM.ckness influences the difference and the velue of 0.002 in. 
is probsbly rather higher then wouldbe obteined in msny cases. It is very 
much higher of course than wouldbe obtained In soeclelly made close 
tolerance sheet used in the construction of some eircraft. 

5 Conclusions 

The condined effect of variations inmaterial strength and thickness 
on the tensile strength of pieces of sheet can be calculated if the material 
strength end thickness are both normdly distributed and the mesn value and 

standard deviation of both are lonawn. 

The calculation leads to design values whichmsy differ sigxificantly 
from values derived on the amumption that the matorisl strength is 
variable but the thickness is constant at the nominal value or the average 
velue for the sheet. 

The method of calculation describedmay be used to find the dis-cxibution 
of the product of any two variables tich are independent of one enother and 
are normally dxtributed. 
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FIG. I (a,bec) 
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NOTE:- CURVES ILLUSTRATE WORKED EXAMPLES. ARROWS INDICATE ‘/ttuEs 
OF STRENGTH BELOW WHICH ONE SPECIMEN IN A THOIJSAND MAY FALL 

FIG.I(a,brc> EXAMPLES OF EFFECT OF 
THICKNESS VARIATION ON 
DISTRIBUTION OF STRENGTH. 
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